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The intermodular structures of liquid formamide, N-methylformamide and N,N-dimethylformamide at room temperature are studied by means of NVE molecular dynamics computer simula
tions. Newly developed flexible models are used. X-ray and neutron weighted structure and total
radial pair distribution functions are computed from the simulated site-site pair distribution func
tions. They are compared with experimental results. The agreement is usually satisfactory as far as
heavy atom pairs are concerned while the lengths of the hydrogen bonds are found to be systemat
ically too long in the simulations.
I. Introduction
Formamide (FA), N-methylformamide (NMF) and
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) are the simplest am
ide compounds. These liquids are widely used organic
solvents with interesting physicochemical properties.
The molecules have high dipole moments and should
form well-ordered structures in the liquid phase. An
other important feature of this series is that the num
ber of possible hydrogen-bonds decreases from 4 per
molecule in FA to zero in DMF. Hydrogen-bonds are
formed between the C = O group of one molecule and
the N -H groups of its neighbors. Therefore, a com
parative study of the structure of these liquids should
lead to a better understanding of the role of the
O • • • H -N type H-bonds, the dipole-dipole interac
tions, and the yan der Waals-type interactions toward
the formation of the local order.
The structures of the three liquids have already
been studied by several experimental and theoretical
methods. The knowledge about the FA seems to be the
most extensive. Here we refer to the experimental
studies by X-ray diffraction (XD) [1], by a combina
tion of XD, neutron diffraction (ND) and electron
diffraction (ED) [2] and by an ND method with several
isotopic substitutions [3]. These experiments provided
the intermolecular distances of H-bonded molecules
Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. M. D. Zeidler.

in the liquids. The usual interpretation is that the
predominant arrangement between neighboring mole
cules is the linear chain. Computer simulations have
also been performed on liquid amide systems. A Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation [4] with OPLS potentials and
a more recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
[5], in which the newly developed test-particle model
potential was applied, have led to somewhat contra
dictory results for the partial pair distribution func
tions. In the latter work the local structure is only in
partial agreement with the experiments and with the
MC work. The energetically most favorable nearestneighbor structure was thought to be the cyclic dimer.
As to NMF, we mention here an XD work [6] sug
gesting a linear chain structure without extended net
work-formation, and an ND study [7] with two iso
topic substitutions, in which the intramolecular
conformations rather than the liquid structure were
studied. No previous computer simulations were
found in the literature. Recently a systematic investi
gation of liquid NMF by a combination of several
experimental (XD, ND, ED) and computer simulation
studies has been completed [8], Results will be par
tially reported here.
The structure of liquid DMF is considered to be
known. This knowledge is, however, based only on
two XD measurements [9, 10], a MC simulation [5]
and a MD study [11]. No further studies, e.g. by the
ND method, are known. The purpose of the present
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paper is to provide a systematic study of the three
liquids by the MD method. For this purpose we at
tempt to develop a consistent set of potential func
tions for the three systems. Here we report the method
for the determination of the intra- and intermolecular
potentials and a few checks for the accuracy of the
parameters. The major part of the paper discusses the
structural results obtained from the MD-simulations.
The intermolecular pair distribution functions (pdf)
and the scattering functions constructed from them
are systematically compared with those from previous
experimental and simulation studies. The energetic
and dynamical properties of the liquids obtained from
the present simulations will be reported in a subse
quent paper.
II. Details of the Simulations
Flexible models with six sites centered at the posi
tions of the atoms are used; each methyl group is
treated as one site. A flexible model allows for the
distortion of the molecules due to the interactions
with their neighbors. The total interaction potential is
assumed to be the sum of the intra- and intermolecu
lar interaction potentials.
The molecular equilibrium geometries are chosen
to match experimental data. The values given in
Table 1 are critically averaged values from the litera
ture for the formamides [1-3, 6, 9, 10, 12-21]. We
assume, as it is usual, that the electrostatic contribu
tion to the intermolecular potential is adequately rep
resented by point charges on the atoms. There are
some literature data for the charge distributions of the
formamides, but the calculated dipole moments differ
Table 1. Parameters of the intramolecular geometries of the
amide molecules. R1 is next to the oxygen. R1 in FA and R2
in FA and NMF are hydrogen. Else they are CH3.
FA
rNRl / A
rNR2/ A
rCn/\
rco/k
»cn/Ä
< W i/deg
^RlNR2/ deg
^R2Nc/deS
^NCH/deg
^Hco/deg
<5ocN/deg

1.008
1.007
1.098
1.223
1.358
119
120
121
113
123
124

NMF

DMF

1.458
1.017
1.100
1.220
1.352
119
120
121
113
123
124

1.460
1.460
1.100
1.230
1.355
118
124
118
114
123
123
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from the experimental ones. The polarisability of the
molecules is ignored here.
A charge distribution for FA is taken from ab initio
calculations [3]. This charge distribution reproduces
the experimental dipole moment. Since similar calcu
lations are not available for NMF and DMF, CNDO
calculations of FA and DMF [22] are used to deter
mine the trends in the charge distributions. The final
charge distribution for NMF and DMF are deter
mined by considering these differences and by scaling
to the experimental dipole moments. The short-range
interactions are described by Lennard-Jones-sites on
the atoms, the CH3-groups are approximated as one
site. The homonuclear Lennard-Jones parameters are
determined from selected published data [4, 23-29].
The total intermolecular interaction potential is thus
the sum of pair potentials Vu acting between the sites
i and j on different molecules:
(j)

where C = e2/(4 n e0), qt and qj are fractional charges
in units of e, the elementary charge, ri} is the distance
between sites i and j, s and a are the Lennard-Jones
parameters and s0 is the vacuum permittivity. The
partial charges and the a- and e-parameters are listed
in Tables 2 and 3 together with the resulting molecular
dipole moments for the intramolecular equilibrium
geometries. The Lennard-Jones parameters for heteronuclear pair interactions are calculated by Kong's rule
[30].
The choice of parameters for the intermolecular
potential of DMF is tested on a bimolecular system.
Two DMF molecules are fixed at the experimental
intramolecular geometry and the intermolecular poten
tial is rotationally optimized on a grid of points. The
variables are varied both individually and simulta
neously. The arrangement of lowest energy ( —24.3
kJm ol-1, "dimerisation energy") is obtained for a
sandwich structure with antiparallel dipoles and a dis
tance between the two molecular planes of 3.7 Ä. The
result that the most stable amide structure is of a
sandwich type was also found by Jorgensen and Swenson for DMF [4] and by Radnai et al. for a mixture of
acetonitril with DMF [10].
The intramolecular potential is described by a force
field up to second order in terms of bond stretches,
angle and out-of-plane bends, and torsions, requiring
15 force constants: 6 for the stretches, 5 for the angle
bends, 3 for the out-of-plane bends and one for the
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Table 2. Values of the partial charges qt at the i-th site of a
molecule, resulting dipole moments n and angle 0 between
the direction of the dipole moment and the plane of the
molecule.
FA [13]
0.300
0.280
-0.015
-0.479
-0.584
0.498

<lRi/e
IRZ/C
iJ e
Qo/e
Gc/e
H/D (calc.)
H/D (exp.)
0 / deg (calc.)
</>/deg (exp.)

NMF

DMF

0.205
0.300
-0.018
-0.490
-0.510
0.513

0.215
0.205
-0.020
-0.510
-0.430
0.540

3.86
3.69
3.71 [16]
3.86 [(>]
-36.1
-37.2
-39.6
-39.6

3.82
3.80-3.86 [6]
-38.3
-39.6

Table 3. Lennard-Jones parameters used for the homonuclear
pair interaction for amides.

a/A
e/10"21J

H-H

C-C

2.200
0.1319

3.375 3.405
0.7020 1.6367

O-O

N-N

Me-Me

3.647
1.3227

3.807
1.2771

torsion. In order to determine them, several intra
molecular potentials are taken from the literature
[31-37] and tested by constructing the Wilson GFmatrix and comparing the calculated frequencies with
experimental data [38-45]. The best agreement is ob
tained with a potential for DMF generated by Schmid
and Brodbek [37] in which a few of the original
parameters are additionally adjusted. The force con
stants for FA and NMF are adjusted by using the
results of semiempirical calculations. A detailed de
scription of the parameters is omitted here; the calcu
lated frequencies are compared with the experimental
ones in Table 4.
The simulations are carried out in the NVE ensem
ble. The dimensions of the cubic boxes are determined
from the experimental densities at 298 K (FA: 1.1292
g/cm3, NMF: 0.9988 g/cm3, DMF: 0.9439 g/cm3).
The boxlengths are 25.68 Ä for FA, 29.18 Ä for NMF
and 32.05 Ä for DMF. The average temperature of the
simulations is 296 K-298 K. The number of mole
cules in the box, 256, corresponds to 1536 sites. The
Ewald method [46] is used for the calculation of the
Coulomb forces and energies while the shifted force
potential method [47] is employed for the nonCoulombic parts of the potentials. The cut-off radius
is set to half the boxlength.

Table 4. Comparison of the calculated and experimental
[38-45] vibrational frequencies for the three amide mole
cules.
FA [v/cm v1
calc.

NMF [v/cm- 1]
exp.
calc.

DMF [v/cm- 1]
exp.
calc.

3330- 3570
3190- 3451
2852- 2896
1690- 1740
1572- 1608
1378- 1393
1253- 1315
1086- 1095
1030- 1056
602- 750
564- 608
200- 289

3301- 3480
2732- 2877
1667- 1724
1498- 1546
1386- 1387
1200- 1248
948- 960
750- 778
676- 720
618- 624
353- 356
297- 302

2870- 2860
1684- 1714
1495- 1512
1381- 1410
1250- 1268
1064- 1095
865- 870
660- 662
400- 405
360
320
65

exp.

3490
3373
2886
1718
1610
1400
1257
1101
1030
726
611
190

3305
2870
1836
1588
1-335
1123
970
763
675
781
275
78

2858
1711
1513
1373
1210
1072
868
616
410
357
315
62

The systems are equilibrated for about 10 000 timesteps of 2 • 10"16 s each, at every 100th timestep the
temperature is rescaled to 298 K. Then data collection
is started for a total number of timesteps of 51 250 for
FA, 54000 for NMF and 62 250 for DMF. Further
details and results of the MD simulations will be pub
lished elsewhere.

III. Diffraction Experiments
Since the diffraction experiments were carried out
and analyzed at different laboratories and with differ
ent methods, it is difficult to compare them directly
with each other and with the simulation results. The
experimental data are thus first transformed to a com
mon form. This procedure involves assumptions on
the type of scattering unit and on the forms of the self
scattering terms, and renormalization. This treatment
can slightly modify the shapes of the structure func
tions, but it has only little influence on the physical
interpretation of the results.
Measured scattering data can furthermore not be
translated directly into structure functions. Various
corrections have to be performed, e.g. for the back
ground, absorption, inelastic scattering, self-scattering
of the atoms etc. The forms of these corrections de
pend on experimental conditions. It has been shown
that carefully applied corrections do not alter the
structural results and that good agreement can be
obtained even if different techniques in various labo
ratories are applied (see e.g. [48]).
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The property which is derived from the diffraction
experiments is the structure function
kHa(k) = k(Ia noim —/ a, seif) • M(k),

(2)

structure functions, provided that the internal struc
ture of the group does not overlap significantly with
the intermolecular structure, or that it can be com
puted with high accuracy. In keeping with the present
MD simulation, where the CH3 groups are treated as
group-sites, all experimental data originally in the
atomic representation are converted to a form with
group form factors assigned to CH3. In these cases the
normalized intensities are re-calculated from the pub
lished structure functions and re-normalized accord
ing to the self scattering term which includes the new
site-definitions. For the XD experiments, the scatter
ing factor of CH3 is calculated according to an analyt
ical expression given by Narten [49]. For the ND
experiments, the scattering factor of the CD3 group is
computed according to
(4)

where a refers to the XD, ND, or ED experiment,
/„ norm is the corrected and normalized coherent exper
imental intensity and / a self describes the self-scattering of the scattering units; k is the scattering variable,
k = (4 tc/A) sin 6, 2 6 being the scattering angle and 1
the wavelength of the incident radiation. M(k) is a
modification function, used as a /c-dependent weight
for the structure function. It makes the shape of the
kH{k) function more balanced and the structural fea
tures better visible. The form of M(k) is arbitrary, and
various forms were indeed used for the evaluation of
the experimental data discussed here. In order to ren
der the structure functions comparable we convert all
functions to a common form with
/c2D3W = /C + 9 /D 2 + 6 /d /C Sin(/crDc)- e x p ^ ^
kr dc
exp ( - b k 2)
M(k) =
(3)
where r ^ = 1.04 Ä and /dc = 0.02 Ä are typical dis
m y
tances and root-mean-square amplitudes as reported
Here x; is the atomic fraction of the ith type scattering from ND studies on molecules containing CD3. Care
unit in the molecule and /j (k) denotes its scattering ful studies, details of which are not reported here,
factor; /) is /c-dependent for the XD and ED experi show that small variations in the above parameters as
ments, but constant for ND. The value b in the above well as the neglect or inclusion of an additional term
equation is again an artificial damping factor causing for DD interaction do not influence the shape of the
an effect similar to a temperature increase. Since vari overall scattering pattern to an observable extent.
It is interesting to note that by using (4) the ND
ous 6-values were used for the experiments, we con
scattering factor becomes also /c-dependent. In the
vert all functions to a form where b = 0.
Differences between experimentally determined case of H-atoms this treatment would cause signifi
structure functions can also arise from the fact that cant problems since the scattering factor f H = —3.74
either independent atoms or groups of atoms can be will make the denominator of (3) very small or even
used as scattering units. The introduction of group- equal to zero. Therefore, the formula for M(k) cannot
sites is quite useful in order to reduce the number of be used and the application of (4) can be far from
partial pair-distributions to be determined. The CH, accurate. Since ND experiments with several isotopic
CH3 or OH units are often treated in this way. Never compositions are available, we avoid the problem of
theless, a certain degree of arbitrariness remains: The divergence by using experiments with fully deuterated
contraction of several atoms into a common unit is samples only.
Some of the experimental data were reported in a
said to be reasonable when the internal structure of
the group does not have a "significant influence" on 5-site representation rather than in a 6-site one with
the overall scattering pattern. The contribution of contraction of the scattering of the C and H atoms
H-atoms to the XD pattern is, for instance, very low. into one group. In the XD cases, the f CH(/c)-form fac
The H-atom is thus often assumed to form a single tor calculated by Narten has been used again. For the
scattering center with its neighboring heavy atom. ND scattering a form factor
Sometimes it is also simply neglected.
sinf/opc)
In the ND experiment the scattering factors of both
• exp l- f k 2 ](5)
hydrogen and deuterium atoms are comparable in /£ (* )= /< ? + /d + 2 / d /c krT
magnitude to those of C, O or N atoms. However, the
group-site approach may also be reasonable for these can be used with similar arguments as for CD3 in (4).
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Fig. 1. Pair-distribution functions for liq
uid DMF from the MD simulations: XD
(upper curves) and ND (lower curves) in
a 5 and a 6 site representation of the
molecule.
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In order to show that the total structure function, and
consequently the radial distribution function (see be
low), are not very sensitive to the change from a 6-site
to a 5-site representation we calculate the XD and ND
structure functions for DMF, starting from the present
simulation data, for both cases. The resulting distinct
pair-distribution functions are shown in Figure 1.
The change of representation causes almost no ef
fect on the XD radial distributions, while the 5-site
representation enhances the main peak and sup
presses the small contribution at about 3 A in the ND.
We thus use the 6-site representation in all further
cases, except that the 5-site representation was kept
for the experimental functions of NMF, where the
conversion procedures seem to introduce at least com
parable additional errors.

10

11

The pair-distribution functions (pdf) are calculated
from the structure functions by Fourier transform
according to
ga = 1 + — j ---- f kHa(k) sin (k r) dr ,
2nz Q0r J

(6)

where g0 is the average number density of sites in the
liquid. The total structure functions can be separated
into intra- and intermolecular parts or, in other terms,
"molecular" and "distinct" parts:
kHa(k) = kHa,J k ) + kH aid(k),

(7)

where the molecular contribution can be calculated by
using a suitable geometrical model. The distinct term
is then given by subtraction of the molecular term
from the total structure function. The corresponding
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"distinct" term for the pair-distribution function is
calculated again by Fourier transform:
(r) = 1 + -z-4---- f *(«.(*) - H* ,M ) sin(kr) dr.
Z7T onr

IV. Results and Discussion of the Structures
Experimental distinct structure functions are com
pared with the ones calculated from the present MD
simulation in Figs. 2 and 3 and the corresponding
pair-distribution functions are shown in Figures 4
and 5. For the sake of clarity, only one experimental
function is presented for each liquid. The one with the
most detailed analysis of the intermolecular structure
is selected for this purpose. The experimental data not
shown are in a similar agreement with the MD as
those presented here. Figure 6 shows that the agree
ment between two independent XD measurements of
the total pair-distribution functions of liquid DMF
[9-10] is indeed very good. The only visible difference
is in the amplitude of the first peak, assigned to the
shortest intramolecular distances, and it may be con
sidered insignificant.
A) Formamide
The 6-site representation, which is the atomic siterepresentation for formamide, is used in all studies.
Therefore, no site-conversion is needed. The distinct
XD structure functions are calculated from the total
structure functions published by Ohtaki et al. [1]. The
molecular contribution is calculated with the inclu
sion of the C = 0 , C -N and N • • • O terms only, and
by using the structural parameters (rco=1.24 Ä,
rCN= 1.33 Ä, rNO= 2.25 Ä, /co = 0.058 Ä, /CN = 0.06 Ä,
and /NO = 0.075 Ä) reported there. Since the H-atom
positions were not determined, they are neglected.
This approximation can, however, cause inaccuracies
since the contribution of all pairs involving an H-atom
can reach 20-25% of that of the heavy atoms. The
ND distinct structure function was published sepa
rately for liquid FA [2, 3]; only an appropriate rescaling of the data is necessary here.
From Figs. 2 and 3 it seems that the agreement
between experiment and simulation is much better for
the ND data than for XD. The shape and depth of the
first minimum is, however, well reproduced by the
simulation both for XD and ND, which suggests that

the intermediate and long range structures are in good
agreement. This is also seen in the corresponding pairdistribution functions (Figs. 4 and 5) for separations
around 5 Ä and above. The main maximum of the
kH(k) functions is reproduced in shape (peak followed
by a shoulder and minimum) in both cases, but the
positions are in better agreement with experiment for
XD than for ND. The minor peaks show the correct
amplitudes for ND and are overestimated for XD,
where some of them are shifted. This mixed behavior
of partial agreement and disagreement can be better
understood with the help of the corresponding pairdistribution functions.
The experimental XD-weighted g-function has 3
main peaks at about 3 Ä, 3.8 Ä, and 4.8 Ä, while the
MD curve gives only a small contribution around 3 Ä.
An enhanced main peak emerges at about 3.6 Ä, fol
lowed by the shoulder-peak shifted down to about
4.3 Ä. The main peak is seemingly the superposition of
the first two experimental peaks. The same feature is
seen, but to a lesser extent, for the ND pair-distribution functions. Here it is interesting to observe that the
peak at 2 Ä is higher for the experimental function
than for the simulated one.
The assignment of the peaks in the experimental
total ^-functions can be done easily from the simula
tion data. In a 6-site representation there are 21 differ
ent pdfs. The positions of characteristic points of a
number of them are intercompared with ones ob
tained from other MC [4] and MD [5] simulations in
Table 5.
Based on the pair-distribution functions from the
present simulation, a model can be constructed for the
average local arrangement of FA molecules. In the FA
molecule the center of mass practically coincides with

Table 5. Comparison of the characteristic data of several
partial pair-distribution functions for liquid FA.
This work
MC-Simulation [4] MD-Simulation [5]
first max. first min. first max. first min. first max. first min.
r/k
r/k
r/k
r/k
r/k
r/k
o ••N
o ••Hl (N)
o ■•H2(N)
o '" H (C)
N- ••N
c
c

■N
C

347
277
277
277
373,
493
393
433

520
493
493
410
603

290
197
197
380

369
282
282
595

580
610

378
418,
444

611
576

310
216
223
353,
490
378
418

454
295
295
590
583
576

k / A -1
Fig. 2. Distinct structure function for liquid FA (top), NMF (middle) and DMF
(bottom) derived from XD experiments and their calculated equivalents from
the MD simulation.

k /A " 1
Fig. 3. Distinct structure function for liquid FA (top), NMF (middle) and DMF
(bottom) derived from ND experiments and their calculated equivalents from
the MD simulation.

2
MD Simulation
XD Experiment

r /Ä
Fig. 4. Distinct pair-distribution function for liquid FA (top), NMF (middle)
and DMF (bottom) derived from XD experiments and their calculated equiv
alents from the MD simulation.

r/ A
Fig. 5. Distinct pair-distribution function for liquid FA (top), NMF (middle)
and DMF (bottom) derived from ND experiments and their calculated equiv
alents from the MD simulation.
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Fig. 6. Total pair-distribution functions
of liquid DMF obtained from two inde
pendent XD experiments [9, 10].

the position of the C-atom. Therefore, the distribution
of the C -C distances measures roughly the distri
bution of molecular centers. The simulated average
center-center distance between two adjacent mole
cules is about 4.33 Ä. Comparing our results with the
values obtained from the previous simulations [4, 5],
the C -C distance and also the position of the first
minimum at 6.1 Ä are in excellent agreement, the cor
responding distances being 4.27 Ä and 5.97 Ä. The
ND experiment also yields a C -C distance of 4.2 Ä.
The integration of the simulated C -C pdf up to the
first maximum and minimum results in coordination
numbers of 4 and 13.8, also in good agreement with
previous MD results (4 and 12.82).
The value of 13.8 is also in agreement with the sum
of the coordination numbers obtained for the O-H(N)
partial pdf's first minimum, namely 6.8 + 6.7 = 13.5.
These data show that the location of the nearest
neighbor molecules as well as the extension of the first
coordination shell are described by all models in a
similar way. Since the distinct pdf's are composed of
all partial pdf's, it is difficult to locate most of the
distances in the experimental (and calculated) func
tions in Figs. 2 and 3.
We consider now the hydrogen-bonding in liquid
FA. The integration of the O -N partial pdf up to its
first minimum at 5.2 Ä yields about 4.5. This is some
what higher than 4, the largest possible number of ideal
hydrogen bonds per molecule. This value was reported
for all experiments and simulations; it means that all
hydrogens are thought to participate in H-bonds in
the liquid. The present value is not in contradiction to

these results. This is seen by considering that the first
maximum of the O -N pdf is highly asymmetric and
the integration thus certainly includes a number of
atoms located beyond the H-bonds.
However, the average length of the hydrogen bonds
is larger here than reported previously. This is seen
both from the O -H and the O -N distributions in
Table 5. This result is rather surprising if we consider
that the average separation of the molecular centers
and the average number of H-bonds is in agreement
with the accepted values. While the elongation of
these bonds is certainly not realistic, the examination
of the reasons can help to understand some character
istics of the structure of FA and of molecular liquids
in general.
At a fixed center-center distance of about 4.3 Ä an
elongated hydrogen bond can be created only by pairs
of molecules with angles between their planes signifi
cantly different from zero. For cyclic dimers both mole
cules must lay in the same plane. For a chain structure
slight variations in the orientations can occur. This is
possibly more favorable in the liquid state and may be
the reason why the lower energy dimer (see below) is
less frequent there.
Previous studies were somewhat contradictory with
respect to the predominant form of molecular dimers
in the liquid (or, in other words, the mutual orienta
tion of the nearest neighbors). A consensus seemed
later to arise from the diffraction studies, claiming a
predominant chain structure rather than ring dimers.
MC and MD simulations emphasize the same result
with a slight doubt, however, since ab initio calcula
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tions [5] lead to lower energies for ring dimers than for
linear dimers. The present simulation, in fact, reveals
a mixture of ring and chain conformations with neigh
bors oriented with their molecular axes and dipole mo
ments both parallel and perpendicular. We also re
mark that all 6 dimer forms suggested by Sagarik et al.
[5] are found in the simulation.
It has often been questioned to which extent differ
ences in the potentials can influence the intermolecular structure functions and pair-distribution functions
in the case of dipolar linear molecules [51]. However,
it can not be excluded that the attractive part of the
intermolecular O -H model potential is too shallow.
This would be in contrast to the findings for other
hydrogen bonded liquids modelled in the same way,
but a potential where the sigma value for the H-atom
was completely removed has been used in a MC sim
ulation [4]. Moreover in a recent ND study on solid
FA at 7 K [50] the authors had to substitute the exp-6
of the repulsive term of the O -H potential term by an
exponential attraction cut-off at 3 Ä in order to local
ize the H-atoms in the crystal. The Lennard-Jones
type potential plus partial charges is thus certainly not
always an efficient way to reproduce the main features
of the hydrogen bonded liquids.
B) N-Methylformamide
An XD experiment has been reported for liquid
N-methylformamide by Ohtaki et al. [6]. Unfortu
nately, the data for the structure functions are no
longer available in their original form. Instead, we use
the unpublished XD and ND data by Pälinkäs et al.
[8]. Both data sets are in a 5-site form. The compari
son of the structure and pair-distribution functions
reveals a much better agreement between the experi
mental and the MD curves than for FA. The heights
of the main and the smaller peaks of the structure
function agree quite well, with the exception of the
broad peak at 4 Ä " 1 in the ND structure function
which bridges the two peaks of the curve obtained by
the MD calculation. The distinct pair-distribution func
tions show an acceptable agreement above 3-3.5 Ä,
although the MD simulation seems to overestimate
the ordering in this region. The peaks (or rather shoul
ders) appearing at 2 Ä and 3 Ä in the XD and ND
experimental functions are not well reproduced by the
MD simulation, similarly to what was found for the
formamide. The explanation is probably the same: the
O • • • H and O • • • N hydrogen-bond distances are

Table 6. Comparison of the characteristic data of several
partial pair-distribution functions for liquid NMF.
This work

MC-Simulation [8]

first max. first min. first max. first min.
r/k
r/k
r/k
r/k
o ■-N
o •Me
o ■•H(N)
o •H(C)
N •■•N
c •N
c C

360
360
270
286
483
460
460

560
530
407
393
683
680
683

283
362
186
497
390, 506
456

348
525
283
683
650
688

longer in the simulated liquids, but the other heavy
atom positions as well as the distribution of the cen
ter-center distances exhibit good agreement.
Numerical data representing the pair-distribution
functions are listed in Table 6. The center of mass of
the NMF molecule is located between the C and N
atom, both C -C and N -N pdfs have their first max
imum and minimum at about the same distance.
Accordingly, the average separation distance between
two adjacent molecules is about 4.6 Ä, roughly 0.3 Ä
more than for FA. The first coordination shell extends
to about 6.8 Ä, where the first minima are located. The
larger intermolecular separation is in keeping with the
increased volume of the molecule due to the bulky
methyl group. The integration of the pdfs gives 3
neighbors until the first maximum and 13 until the
minimum, a slightly smaller value than for the FA.
The hydrogen bonds are again elongated. A recent
MC simulation [8] without LJ-center on the hydrogen
and with a reduced a00 of 2.96 Ä (instead of 3.405 Ä
used here, see Table 3) yields hydrogen bond lengths
closer to the experimental values. The partial charges
used in the model potentials are also somewhat differ
ent (O: -0.500 (OPLS), -0.479 (this work); H: 0.425
(OPLS), 0.300 (this work)). Due to the 6-site represen
tation, the distinction between the two possible con
formations (eis- and trans-) of the NMF molecules
cannot be made from the present simulation. The
present somewhat controversial state was discussed
by Neuefeind et al. [7].
C) N,N-Dimethylformamide
Two XD experiments are available for liquid DMF,
they are in good agreement with each other, see Fig
ure 6. The distinct XD structure function is derived
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from the observed total structure function by sub
tracting a molecular contribution from geometrical
model parameters given by Radnai et al. [10]. It is
worth noting here that recently an electron diffraction
study of the structure of the DMF molecule in the gas
phase [52] has led to a somewhat different set of param
eters. According to this report the two methyl groups
are nearer to each other than it was found from the
XD data in the liquid phase and from other previous
studies (2.42 Ä instead of 2.61 Ä). This discrepancy in
the molecular geometry can be due to difficulties in
interpreting the data for the liquid phase, but a small
change in the average structure when going from the
gas to the liquid phase can not be excluded. Since ND
investigations have not been performed on liquid
DMF, a further check of the intramolecular structure
in liquid is indeed needed.
The comparison of the XD structure functions from
the experiment and from the MD simulation shows
the best agreement among the three amides studied.
Although the experimental structure function gives a
lower and broader main peak with a double maxi
mum instead of the higher peak on the MD curve, the
overall shapes of the distinct functions are close to
each other. The bulk of the pair-distribution functions
is also reproduced rather well: The spurious peaks on
the experimental curve cover a broad and flat maxi
mum and minimum, while the MD curve exhibits
again a somewhat stronger structural feature. The ND
structure and pair-distribution functions are predicted
from the MD simulation. The structure function
shows a flatter main peak with a shoulder, similar to
the XD experimental function. On the other hand, the
ND pdf becomes more structured, especially in the
range around 6 Ä. Even if the degree of local order as
seen from the distinct curves is somewhat exaggerated,
it suggests that the liquid DMF is not at all "structure
less" as it has been often supposed. Relatively strong
correlation seems to exist between neighboring
molecules. The characteristic features of the partial
pdf's (Table 7) are in keeping with those for FA and
NMF.
The center-center correlation is approximately
measured by the N -N distribution. The separation
distance corresponding to the first maximum in the
N -N pdf is shifted further to 5.5 Ä, where the integra
tion yields 4.2 neighbors. The position of the mini
mum is at 7.43 Ä, with the same coordination number
of 13 as for NMF. These values agree well with those
from MC and other MD simulations, so do the dis-
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Table 7. Comparison of the characteristic data of several
partial pair-distribution functions for liquid DMF.
This work
MC-Simulation [4] MD-Simulation [11]
first max. first min. first max. first min. first max. first min.
r/Ä
r/Ä
r/Ä
r/Ä
r/Ä
r/Ä
o ■•N
o •Mel
o ••Me2
o •H
N •••N
c •N
c •C

440
367
367
287
550
500
447

614
503
553
453
743
750
510

446
368
368
550
500
440

600
451
557
750
770
510

446
376
376
560
500
-

600
488
557
750
770
-

tinct g(r)-functions. We call Mel the methyl group
next to the oxygen atom. It is interesting to observe
that the O -M el pdf shows a second small maximum
at 5.9 Ä with a height of 1.08 while the 0 -M e 2 func
tion does not. The first peak of the 0 -M e 2 pdf is
higher than the corresponding one of the O -M el pdf.
If two molecules are roughly parallel to each other, the
Me2-group of one molecule is "fixed" by the O-atom
of the other molecule at a distance of 3.7 Ä. This also
fixes the O -M el distance at 5.9 Ä. Only the strong
0 -M e 2 correlation is able to induce this additional
O -M el correlation. A stronger correlation of the Oatom with the Me2-group was also found by NMR
spectroscopic studies where the Mel groups are seen
to rotate much faster than the Me2 ones in liquid
DMF [53],
An approximate geometrical model constructed to
describe the local order in liquid DMF [10] has been
used to interpret the XD experimental structure func
tions under the assumption that two adjacent mole
cules are oriented predominantly in an antiparallel
way. The present simulation reproduces this result
quite well, the angle between the dipoles of neighbor
ing molecules being close to 180 degrees. A small
number of perpendicularly aligned molecule-pairs is,
however, also found.

V. Conclusions
In the present work we attempt to compare in an
unbiased way the direct structural information avail
able for liquid amides at room temperature from a
number of experimental sources with existing and new
simulation results. For this purpose consistent model
potentials are developed for molecular dynamics sim
ulations of formamide, N-methylformamide and N,N-
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dimethylformamide. The comparison is carried out
for the X-ray and neutron weighted structure func
tions and radial pair-distribution functions.
For the three liquids there is reasonable agreement
between the various approaches as far as the distribu
tion of the intermolecular distances between heavy
atoms are concerned, although typically the simula
tions have a tendency to overestimate the structure.
The main disagreement concerns the length of the
hydrogen bonds in the liquid, a quantity which is
difficult to determine experimentally. It seems, how
ever, that the models used consistently lead to an
overestimation of the length of these bonds.
Two models have been mainly used in the literature
to interpret the structure of these liquids, which can be
roughly summarized under the headings "linear
dimers" or "cyclic dimers". Since the simulations give
access to all radial pair-distribution functions, they
allow not only comparisons with experimental results
but also consistency checks of these functions with the
various proposed interpretations. The direct detection
and visualization of local structures is also possible.
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